
GAMBLING’S DARK SIDE
“trafficking in chance,” by Craig
Lambert (July-August, page 33) exposes
the dark side of gambling, its hidden so-
cial costs, its illusory economic benefits,
and the futility of state policies that in-
creasingly rely on it to provide a transi-
tory fix for stagnant economies. He cor-
rectly notes that legislators lack the
political courage to raise taxes in a con-
ventional manner, opting instead to take
the easy way out by financing govern-
mental operations with revenues derived
from gambling. In reality, this is nothing
more than a disguised regressive tax on
those who can least a≠ord it—the poor
and pathological gamblers who cannot
resist the impulse to gamble. 

My home state, New York, is a sad case
in point. Recently, despite clear and un-
equivocal prohibitions against gambling
in its state constitution, the legislature
authorized the governor to enter into
compacts with Native American tribes
that would permit them to operate casi-
nos under the federal Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act. I suspect that the legisla-
tors’ motives had nothing to do with
helping the tribes, which was what Con-
gress had intended. The real purpose was
to generate tax revenues for New York.

As counsel for a coalition of legislators
and citizens opposed to the expansion of

gambling in the state, I am currently en-
gaged in a fascinating constitutional law-
suit that challenges the validity of that
legislation and examines important issues
of state sovereignty and federalism, in-
cluding the question of whether state
constitutional prohibitions on gambling
can be preempted by federal law.

Regardless of the legal outcome, how-
ever, the more fundamentally disturbing
question posed by Lambert is whether
our elected representatives have become
addicted to gambling as a means of
financing governmental operations. If so,
will they be able to rid themselves of a
bad habit before they are confronted with
the adverse social circumstances that will
inevitably result from the pursuit of such
ill-advised policies?

Cornelius D. Murray ’66

Albany, N.Y.

regrettably, like alcohol and ciga-
rettes, gambling is considered an “accept-
able addiction.” I am afraid as long as it is
paired with sexy, prestigious entertain-
ment, not to mention civic and church
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functions, and as long as it continues to
be so profitable for business, we’re going
to be stuck with it. 

Fortunately, agencies like my own,
Catholic Charities, o≠er in-service train-
ing on this issue. The very specialized
therapy used for gambling addicts is also
now becoming an art form.

Har vard Magazine is one of the best
things about being an alumna. I will pass
along the article to my sta≠.

Laura S. Wilson, M.A.T. ’72

Libertyville, Ill.

government-run gambling consti-
tutes a new, gigantic tax on poverty—not
on stupidity, as some have said of state
lotteries. The poor, realizing the odds as
accurately as do rich people, still partici-
pate because their grinding, lifelong
money problems have driven them
slightly crazy. Their every visit to televi-
sion, movies, even the mall or the street,
rubs their faces with people who seem to
live well and look like they wouldn’t
stoop to pick a dollar o≠ the sidewalk.

Problem drinkers and problem drug-
takers, whom Lambert compares to gam-
blers, are protected by their governments.
State laws forbid various excesses of drugs
and drinks. That does not eliminate these
problems, but insures less harm to fewer
victims. When the same state govern-
ments fail to limit gambling and encour-
age it, they are intentionally causing mil-
lions of personal tragedies to fatten their
own revenue. That’s selfish. That’s cruel.

Government-sponsored gambling ends
up being a vicious tax on desperate people
who abandon most of their logic and much
of their money. State legislatures should
have less greed and more compassion. 

David Royce ’56

Westport, Conn.

TAKE WORK TO WORKERS
professor dani rodrik rightly argues
that wealthier and more technologically
advanced nations should adopt strategies
for extending opportunities for wealth
creation to poorer peoples (“Globaliza-
tion for Whom?” July-August, page 29).
His program of temporary work permits
for workers from poorer nations, how-
ever, is not a satisfactory solution.

Some work, such as on-site construc-
tion or hotel and restaurant service work,
is location-specific. Otherwise, it gener-
ally is much easier to move the work than

it is the workers. Workers are products of
a culture. They speak a language, have
families, have religious beliefs and prac-
tices, and otherwise manifest the multi-
ple idiosyncratic qualities that distin-
guish us from one another. They are
neither fungible nor interchangeable, and
cannot be plucked from one community
and inserted into another like parts of a
machine. Work is far more uniform. A
shoe or dress or a VCR, built to a common
set of specifications, requires substan-
tially the same assembly process, and sub-
stantially the same skills, the world over.

The optimal policy solution for wealth
equalization therefore would seem to be
to encourage businesses to locate produc-
tion facilities in poorer nations. This
would provide jobs for the workforce, tax
revenues for the host nation, and compet-
itively priced products for world markets,
without the personal and societal disrup-
tion attendant upon moving workers
from place to place.

Harry Downs, L.L.B. ’55

Atlanta

NATURAL ARISTOCRATS 
TAKE PHIL 4
owen wister is the author of Philosophy
4: A Story of Harvard University, as well as The
Virginian. As your author notes (“Vita,”
July-August, page 42), Wister was much
taken with “natural aristocrats.” In this
story, two preppies get a better grade in
Phil 4 than their hard-working tutor, who
is on scholarship. I remember the golden
afternoon I spent reading it in the
Winthrop Library (where, as a scholar-
ship student, I was employed). 

Philosophy 4 should have been in your
“Vita” of Wister.

Robert Eli Rosen ’74

Coral Gables, Fla.

Editor’s note: A “Vita” demands from its
author an individual distillation of the es-
sential details of the subject’s life. Gener-
ally a painful process, but that’s vita.

THE THREE DAVES
arianne cohen’s column “Love Nesting
101” ( July-August, page 86), about three
young women students and their three
Daves, was so intriguing I read it twice
and then some. Certainly the male-female
experience in college today has no “rela-
tionship” to that of my college vintage.

The term “parietal” moved my Time
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Machine back to the thirties. A large plac-
ard on the inside of each dormitory door
established these rules, the most memo-
rable being, “No Dogs or Women.” On a
Columbia Records Count Basie recording
of “Harvard Blues,” Jimmy Rushing sings,
“I don’t keep no dogs or women in my
room” [see page 88 in this issue]. These
were rules and our student society lived
by them without a whimper. I don’t recall
a single report of “unchaperoned females
in dormitory.” On an occasional football
Saturday or Sunday afternoon, pre-regis-
tered and approved female guests were
allowed, with doors kept open.

What would Arianne and the three
Daves think of these conditions: Harvard
supplied “biddies” to make beds and
clean rooms. A matron escorted students
to a table of choice in the dining room.
Our orders were taken by uniformed
waitresses from a printed menu o≠ering
multiple choices. We wore coat and tie to
every class. (Rushing sings, “I wear Brooks
clothes and white shoes all the time.”) 

I wonder which Dave does the dusting,
makes the beds, and handles the cooking?

John T. Lees ’34, M.B.A. ’34

Pinehurst, N.C

i  was captivated by the article on
“Love Nesting 101.” The Daves were par-
ticularly enchanting, though it seemed
the room might have been just a bit—
ahh—congested, with Medium Dave (“6
feet 2, 220 pounds”) at a ton and Little
Dave (“5 feet 11, 175 pounds”) at upwards
of five tons. I worried about the floor in
those old buildings, too.

When I was starting to write canoeing
guidebooks, books which come with
large numbers of figures, my style hand-
book directed that two di≠erent numbers
could not be written together, but must
be separated by a group of letters. Some-
times I had to rewrite the sentences a
number of times before they read well
with the letters and numbers properly in-
terspersed. Harvard Magazine appears to
have a di≠erent style book.

Roioli Schweiker, M.A.T. ’52

Concord, N.H.

BETTER ARGUMENTS, PLEASE
i was taken aback by the vehemence
of the criticism directed (“Letters,” July-
August, page 4) at Stephen Peter Rosen’s
article “The Future of War and the Amer-
ican Military” (May-June, page 29) and
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disappointed that none of the critics
chose to engage the core of his argument.
All of the correspondents assumed that
Rosen was arguing for empire, and fur-
ther extrapolated that the military trans-
formation for which he argued was sup-
posed to result in an instrument of
conquest. Had his critics actually read the
article, they would have noted that Rosen
used the term “empire” not as a goal but
as a description. No one, however, chose
to question the details of that description,
choosing instead to fulminate in reaction
to the term. 

More importantly, the actual subject of
Rosen’s article concerned not America’s
status, but what sort of military we
needed to meet the emerging challenges
of this century. Contrary to his critics’ as-
sumptions, Rosen advocated a constabu-
lary, rather than an instrument of con-
quest. In this vein, his quotation of
Pericles simply indicated that a debate
over military transformation could not be
rendered moot by withdrawing from our
current position. That’s too bad, because
military transformation is an important
topic, concerning billions of dollars and
the futures of many young Americans. It
is reasonable, even desirable, for people to
disagree with Rosen about his premises
and conclusions. 

For the record, I studied under Profes-
sor Rosen. I am also not certain that the
costs of abandoning hegemony outweigh
the costs of its mainte-
nance over the long
term. I am certain that
the world, and Amer-
ica’s role in it, are
changing, and that our
military should reflect
this change. The nature
of the change and its
ramifications are a
fitting, perhaps essential, topic of debate
for the greater Harvard community. This
debate should take place on the merits,
however, not on slogans.

I should add that, as a serving Army
officer, the views expressed above are
purely my own, and do not in any way
represent the o∞cial position of the
United States Army.

Wade Markel, Ph.D.’00
Alexandria, Va.

in the flurry of protest against Rosen’s
ponderous militarism, there was no men-

tion of nonviolence. I would like to fill in
that gap.

Nonviolence is a spiritual discipline. It
is often misperceived as passive. In fact, it
is extremely active, much as a black-belt
tae kwon do master is active while wait-
ing for his or her opponent’s attack. The
martial arts teach us to overcome our op-
ponent by using his own strength against
him, while taking care not to harm him.
That is exactly what nonviolence does.

Nonviolence has won many victories:
the Solidarity movement in Poland
against Soviet domination, the Danish re-
sistance to the Nazis that saved thou-
sands of Jews, the campaign under Mar-
tin Luther King that ended the legality of
racial segregation, the transfer of power
in apartheid South Africa, and so forth.

At the beginning of every nonviolent
campaign, the idea is ridiculed as naïve,
“overidealistic,” out of touch with the real
world. But over and over again it turns
out to be the most powerful method
available for resolving conflict. (It is also
the least expensive in money, lives, and
materials.) When it turns an enemy into a
friend—or at least into someone who no
longer hates, but admires, you—it is hard
for me to see how anybody could fail to
see its sheer power.

Nonviolence is also the most satisfying
way to live one’s own life. It gets you spir-
ited companionship with deep and easy
communication and lots and lots of

laughter. Another perk is that it keeps
your head clear and unconfused.

To our government’s repetitive promise
of years of war ahead, these thoughts now
seem particularly appropriate.

Robert C. Murphy, M.D. ’38

Sheridan, Wy.

so what exactly does it take for a Eu-
ropean to become one of the “overseas cit-
izens” of the American Empire that Rosen
mentions in his article? Does the change
in citizenship occur automatically (so I
can finally call myself an American)? Or
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do I have to hold out until your high-tech
army lands on the shores of the North Sea
and throws daisy cutters into Notre
Dame (presumably as part of “Operation
Freedom for American War Criminals
Detained in The Hague”)? Whatever the
case, I cannot wait!

Christian Artmann, J.D. ’02

Vienna, Austria

VIRGINIA SLIM KING
i wonder whether the Radcli≠e Asso-
ciation considered fully the “significant
impact on society” made by the recipient
of its Radcli≠e Medal in 2002, Billie Jean
King (July-August, page 63). It was under
her leadership that the professional
women’s tennis tour promoted smoking
of cigarettes with the name and sponsor-
ship of the Virginia Slims tobacco brand.
It was a time when advertising was trying
to encourage smoking by teenaged girls,
so linking its name and implied sponsor-
ship to a “healthful” and positive activity
was valuable to the tobacco industry. I
vividly recall the banners for Virginia
Slims at the Nielsen Tennis Stadium at
the university where I taught elementary
biology for nonmajors and tried to cau-
tion the students about the medical con-
sequences of smoking. King and her fel-
low athletes were role models who made
a single professor seem powerless.

We knew then that smoking was a
habit that easily became addictive to the
lasting detriment of the smoker. The Vir-
ginia Slims tour was complicit in activi-
ties that had a significant impact on the
health of a generation of American women.

L.M. Passano ’46

Emeritus professor of zoology
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Chebeague Island, Me.

FACULTY DIVERSITY
john maher’s letter in the July-Au-
gust issue (page 8), in response to “Fac-
ulty Diversity: Too Little for Too Long”
(March-April, page 33), asserted that the
primary reason why women do not suc-
ceed as academics is that they are not ag-
gressive enough. In fact, the only character
trait that he discussed as being important
for success as an academic is aggression.
A much better shorthand for the primary
ingredients for academic success, how-
ever, is Thomas Edison’s description of
what is necessary for innovation: 1 per-
cent inspiration and 99 percent perspira-
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tion. An academic gets hired, promoted,
and tenured primarily by having good
ideas, and then putting in the hundreds
or thousands of hours needed to research,
prove, and write them up. All of which
leads to more ideas and more toil. Surely
having good ideas, standing in a lab, re-
searching in a library, and sitting in front
of a computer screen for untold hours are
not sex-linked behaviors.

Robert H. Lande, J.D. ’77, M.P.P. ’78

Venable professor of law
University of Baltimore School of Law

Baltimore

despite the adversity and perversity of
Christopher Lohse’s pun on “university”
as the opposite of “diversity” (“Letters,”
May-June, page 4), it must be acknowl-
edged that he is correct on one point.
Even if Harvard were to seek out only the
best and brightest white American men
born to privilege, we could still have a
spectacularly brilliant faculty, or at least a
faculty composed of spectacularly bril-
liant individuals—as long as they were
willing to be part of such a bleached
ghost of a college. More likely, however,
any institution that would try to resur-
rect such a nightmare would find itself
having to settle for a school of Lohsers.

Robert Alan Wake, J.D. ’88

Windham, Me.

INSTEAD OF MOYNIHAN,
SHOULD HAVE HEARD MITCHELL
too bad President Lawrence H. Sum-
mers didn’t step in to prevent Harvard
from disappointing alumni (and the
world) this past Commencement. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan’s gloomy speech (“Civ-
ilization Need Not Die,” July-August,
page 67)—holding that this is a world full
of Two Great Dangers, terrorists and nu-
clear bombs, and when the one connects
with the other, it’s goodbye world (and,
oh yes, it’s up to the good old U.S. of A. to
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save said world)—fulfilled his introduc-
tory promise of bringing us nothing very
encouraging, while simultaneously telling
us nothing the media haven’t been ham-
mering us with ever since 9/11.

With a bit of presidential foresight, we
might have been treated, instead, to for-
mer Senator George Mitchell’s moving
address to the graduates of the Kennedy
School, mentioned on page 64 of the same
issue—Mitchell the statesman, whose
mediating skills honed the rationale for
resolving the conflict in Ireland and
helped produce the blueprint that could
resolve the even-more-dangerous Israeli-
Palestinian imbroglio. 

Harvard Commencement keynoters are
closely followed by the world’s opinion-
and policy-makers. The keynote speech
this year regrettably gave us not bread
but a stone.

Richard Henry ’43

Seattle

SUPPORT FOR GOODWIN
i have read criticism (“Letters,” July-
August, page 7) of Professor Laurence
Tribe’s dismissal of Doris Kearns Good-
win’s alleged plagiarism as “sloppy sourc-
ing.” But I applaud Tribe’s letter in the
Crimson, in response to an editorial, in
which he praises the Crimson’s defense of
“the highest standards of scholarly in-
tegrity and simple honesty,” but writes
that he was saddened by their bullying of
Goodwin, who had su≠ered enough from
her “too-close paraphrasing of a few pas-
sages even the Crimson editors had to ac-
knowledge was ‘unintentional.’ ” 

I trust that Goodwin will find appro-
priate support in her time of trial, thereby
teaching the lesson that true justice must
be tempered with mercy.

Derald Stump, Div. ’59

State College, Pa.

GERSCHENKRON NOT FEROCIOUS
as i read the portrait of Alexander Ger-
schenkron (“Tough Love,” by Nicholas
Dawido≠, July-August, page 48), naturally
memories of my time as a graduate stu-
dent in the economics department in the
early sixties came flooding back. These
memories are much less sentimental than
those in the Dawido≠ article.

The Gerschenkron course I found
somewhat rambling but certainly enjoy-
able. I learned two things. First, there are
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“Common
Sense

Investing” TM�
HOLLAND BALANCED FUND®

• Personally Managed and Singularly Focused
• 40% US Treasurys and 60% Blue Chip Stocks

For more complete information about the Holland Balanced Fund,
including charges and expenses, call 1-800-304-6552,

or visit our website at www.hollandbalancedfund.com.
Distributed by ALPS Distributors, Inc.

Michael F. Holland ’66

www.hollandbalancedfund.com
1-800-304-6552

Imagine New Worlds

Imagine a world where academics
and recreation meet. Where brain-
power and fun collide. Where stu-
dents explore the limits of their
own talents and abilities. 

Picture Asheville School’s Summer
Academic Adventures. Each sum-
mer, talented students come to
our 300-acre campus in the heart
of the Blue Ridge Mountains to be
challenged and grow.

How far can your imagination take you?

For more information, visit us at www.ashevilleschool.org 
or call 828-254-6345

Merit scholarships and financial aid available.

Open to rising 7th – 10th Graders
Summer Academic Adventures 2003

1st Session June 15 – July 5
2nd Session July 6 – July 26

We bring together successful, 

sophisticated professionals for 

friendship and fine dining.

617.497.0444   www.singlegourmet.com

a relaxed
and easy way

to meet others... 
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